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My Twitter plan 

Step 2: Set up a twitter account 

If you haven’t joined twitter yet, then set up an account making sure you add a picture and brief 

biography. Ask friends and colleagues who can help you with this. 

If you already have an account – check your picture and biography – no eggs please! Why not a 

colleague to take your picture? Your profile information can easily be changed and updated.  

 Step 1: One account or two? 

Some people like to keep their personal twitter account separate to the one they use for work related 

tweeting. It is your decision – but in both you need to remember to tweet professionally. 

Step 3: Start following people 

Think about who you want to follow on twitter – ask colleagues for suggestions and there are ‘who 

to follow’ lists on www.physiotalk.co.uk. 

 National organisations that interest you – @The_HCPC, @DHgovuk, @TheKingsFund 

 AHP professional bodies 

 AHPs, nurses, doctors and patient leaders  

 News accounts and health networks  

 Twitter chat communities 

Ask colleagues who to 

follow: 

@ 

@ 

@ 

@ 

 

Step 4: Find a twitter mentor 

Find somebody at work or through twitter who can 

help you get more out of twitter: 

My twitter mentor is @ 

Send them a tweet - start your tweet with their 

@name and it will show up in their notifications. 

 

http://www.physiotalk.co.uk/
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Next steps 

Step 7: Write a personal twitter PDP 

1. How are you planning to use twitter? Discover, converse, engage, ‘lurk’? 

 

 

2. How will you record your activity on twitter in your CPD portfolio? For example using 

Storify, Evernote, Googledrive, reflective blog or screen shots. 

 

 

3. How can I develop my use of twitter? For example tweet chats, mentoring others, asking 

questions, or being the social media officer for a group or network. 

 

 

4. When will I review my use of twitter and make further plans? 

Step 6: Start tweeting and having conversations 

 In your first week try to send at least 3 tweets  

 Look out for conversations using hashtags for topics that interest you  

 Reply to tweets, ask for help, tweet links to useful web-based information   

 Lurk or join in a twitter chat with #physiotalk, #OTalk or #WeNurses, #RDUK 

 Don’t worry too much about numbers, be patient, start to follow more people and get 

involved and your connections will build up over time 

Why not try out your new skills during the next #physiotalk?  

Step 5: Start learning more about how it works   

 Retweets, hashtags, @mentions, @replies, favourites, direct messages, adding photos and 

hyperlinks are a good starting point  

Step 8: Advanced tweeting  

Some ideas: try out Hootsuite and TweetDeck; give an in-service training session on twitter; subscribe 

to or create some twitter lists; host a tweet chat with #physiotalk or other twitter community  


